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Abstract 

This paper describes a new kind of logic-based approach to domain knowledge modelling 
in information systems engineering. The approach is centred around £1YD.Cvp, a formal 
but user-friendly language used for an integrated description of structural and behavioural 
concepts at the domain level. These concepts, called information meta-concepts, repre
sent the external outlook of the essential components of real-world application domains 
under a minimalist viewpoint. £1YD.Cvp is an analyst-oriented, epistemological concept 
language which allows automatic reasoning about a domain knowledge base composed of 
information meta-concepts. The £1YD.Cvp language is founded on an extensible frame
work explicitly conceived for the development of a new generation of computer-based 
analysis tools endowed with automatic deductive capabilities. The syntax ofthe language 
as well as some of the automatic reasoning capabilities bound to £1YD.Cvp descriptions 
are shown by means of a real-world example. The main features of the £1YD.Cvp-centred 
approach are compared with the corresponding features of two popular structural and 
behavioural modelling approaches. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Domain knowledge is the main source of information used in disciplined approaches 
addressing the elicitation and the specification of the requirements of an information 
system [Jarke et al., 1993]. Therefore, domain knowledge modelling (DKM) has been 
always considered, at least implicitly, as a critical preliminary stage supporting sys
tem requirements analysis and specification [Borgida et al., 1985, Mylopoulos et al., 1990, 
Grosz, 1992, Hsia et al., 1993]. In fact requirements, i.e. relevant knowledge about prob
lem issues arising from either the introduction or the modification of an information 
system, are mainly constraints imposed over a corresponding domain model. In order to 
be of more effective use, at least the most relevant part of the huge amount of domain 
knowledge elicited in real-world situations should be captured inside computers. In fact, 
by performing automatic reasoning over the considered domain, non-trivial hidden prop
erties can be derived and inconsistencies can be detected, thus providing analysts with 
further valuable information. 

Whenever dealing with computer-based knowledge representation and reasoning in 
information systems engineering (as well as in any other area), analysts are faced by 
three fundamental questions [Borgida and Jarke, 1992]: (i) what kind of knowledge is 
captured and thus modelled; (ii) what kind of language(s) are employed for this task; 
(iii) what reasoning processes run on these languages. The E'D'D£.np-centered approach 
to domain knowledge modelling provides an overall answer to the above questions within 
the framework of concept languages [Mylopoulos et al., 1990, Brachman et al., 1991]. The 
presentation is organised as follows. Section two outlines the E'D'D£.np-centred approach 
to domain knowledge modelling. Section three introduces the epistemological domain 
description language EV'D[np, showing its main characteristics by means of a real-world 
example. Section four describes the features of EVV£.np with respect to other domain 
knowledge modelling approaches. Finally, section five outlines some major conceptual 
results as well as future work. 

2 THE £1YD .Cnp-CENTRED APPROACH 
TO DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE MODELLING 

Domain knowledge is currently modelled as a collection of concepts, attributes and rela
tionships organising the relevant entities of a given set of real-world organisational phe
nomena [Barstow, 1993]. Although distinct approaches to the essence of domain knowl
edge modelling seem to coexist [Kramer, 1993], a domain is generally regarded as a topic 
for an indicative description in its own, independently of any optative description it may 
be eventually made of a system to be embedded in that domain [Jackson and Zave, 1993]. 
Despite of a tight sequential link to requirements-oriented activities, domain knowledge 
modelling (and analysis) must be considered as an independent phase leading to to the 
description of real-world situations. Such a phase must be thus based on a specifical set 
of ontological, methodological and operational assumption giving rise to a framework for 
domain knowledge modelling and analysis. 
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The £TYD.Cvp epistemological domain description language is founded on an innova
tive, ontologically and methodologically extensible, conceptual framework based on two 
different description levels, namely: 

1. An epistemological, analyst-oriented, external description level characterised by a 
description scheme defining a set of real-world concepts strongly bound to the spe
cific nature of the considered domain. Each epistemological concept is built using 
an analyst-oriented syntax which is easily understandable by users as well. Each 
syntactical declaration of a given concept constructor at the epistemological level is 
mapped into a corresponding finite set of declarations at the underlying termino
logical level by way of a particular set of rewrite rules. 

2. A terminological, reasoning-oriented, internal description level. Syntax and seman
tics of concept constructors of the corresponding description scheme define a decid
able language belonging to the KL-ONE family (Woods and Schmolze, 1992]. Be
ing endowed with both a formal syntax and a set-theoretic semantics, this latter 
language naturally supports automatic reasoning within the framework of termino
logical knowledge representation systems such as CLASSIC (Brachman et al., 1991]. 

This paper, which focuses on the epistemological level of domain knowledge modelling, 
is centred around the £VV.Cvp language, while the corresponding terminological level as 
well as its counterpart language are described elsewhere (Compatangelo and Rumolo, ]. 
It is worth noting that the introduction of these two intertwinned levels is an innova
tive feature of the £VV.Cvp-centered approach avoiding, among other things, direct user 
interaction with the reasoning-oriented terminological level. In this way, analysts can 
concentrate on the very nature of the domain which is modelled using a simple, almost 
natural language instead of the rigid, formal terminological syntax. The introduction 
of an epistemological level is not a matter of syntactical beauty culture, but a way of 
explicitly discriminating between distinct real-world concepts deserving different descrip
tion, classification and management rules according to their specifical nature. In fact, 
the terminological symbolic level, roughly corresponding to the underlying mathematical 
formalism of a physical description, is not endowed with embedded criteria allowing a dis
crimination among different kinds of structured domain concepts. Therefore, this latter 
level is more properly used as a representation algebra based on terminological concept 
constructors, which can be manipulated by automatic reasoners without any reference to 
the epistemological meaning of the overall information content of each concept. 

The £VV.Cvp language gives rise to a particular conceptual description (i.e. to a 
specifical information-oriented image) of the potential environment of a hypothetical sys
tem not explicitly taken into account. An £VV.Cvp-centered domain knowledge model is 
represented in a user-friendly form in order to facilitate its development as well as its inter
pretation by different specialists. Being a formal approach to knowledge representation, 
the £VV.Cvp-centered approach is neither concerned with nor it does explicitly support 
most of those elicitation, cooperation, communication and agreement activities which are 
considered as the essence of requirements engineering (Hofmann, 1993, Pohl, 1994]. Be
ing a formal language endowed with a well-defined semantics, £VV.Cvp cannot deal with 
semantically ill-defined information, thus limiting its scope to those concepts for which 
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an unambiguous interpretation in terms of set theory can be given. The introduction of 
each new kind of concept in £TYDCvp must be thus thoroughly analysed in order to verify 
its compatibility with the overall decidability, computational tractability and semantical 
meaningfulness of the language. 

The £TYDCvp-centered, analyst-oriented approach has been explicitly conceived as 
a theoretical background for the development of a new generation of computer-based 
analysis support tools endowed with deductive capabilities. At present, this approach 
is limited to the description of two categories of real-world domain concepts, namely 
meta-data and meta-processes. These two fundamental categories of concepts, which are 
considered by the authors as the relevant kernel of domain knowledge, provide sufficient 
input to the subsequent requirements elicitation, analysis and specification phases. 

The description of relevant domain knowledge about a specifical environment is per
formed in terms of structural and behavioural concepts and links at the highest abstraction 
level with respect to the considered granularity. Concepts and links introduced at this 
level give rise to a coherent and finite-complexity image of what composes the consid
ered real-world picture, but not of how each component is internally structured. Such 
an image, representing environmental knowledge, does not contain information involving 
structural instance ordering or behavioural procedurality (i.e. control) in both its tem
poral or selection forms. In fact, the introduction of ordering or procedural information 
corresponds to the imposition of a set of constraints over a domain model, thus giving 
rise to information systems requirements specification at a lower abstraction level. 

3 THE &VVCnp LANGUAGE 

Following some well-known proposals [Mylopoulos et al., 1990, Loucopolos et al., 1991, 
Greenspan et al., 1994], the domain knowledge modelling approach described in this pa
per is based on logic. Like other recent proposals [Kangassalo, 9293], knowledge represen
tation is centred around the definition of concepts belonging to the universe of discourse 
(UoD). The ontology of £TYDCvP gives meaning to each concept introduced at the epis
temological (external) level of the proposed formal description scheme. 

At present, &TYDCvp gives the analyst two different real-world epistemological cate
gories of concepts in order to develop a description of the UoD, namely: meta-data con
cepts and meta-process concepts. These two basic categories of structural and behavioural 
concepts are considered by the authors as the fundamental components of a domain de
scription. It is worth noting that the term concept as used in this context has the same in
terpretation as the term class used in object-oriented approaches [Coad and Yourdon, 1991, 
Rumbaugh and Blama, 1991]. Using such a minimalist ontology of concepts, a reason
able trade-off between the desired characteristics of a hypothetical domain description 
language and its practical feasibility in term of decidability, semantics consistency and 
computational complexity is reached. 

Each meta-data concept is an abstraction of a collection of autonomous individuals 
populating the UoD. Meta-data are characterised by a set of structural properties called 
attributes. An £TYDCvp attribute is a binary relationship between meta-data individuals. 
Each attribute links the meta-data under definition to another meta-data called domain 
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of the attribute. Upper and lower number restrictions (cardinalities) on attributes, as 
well as functional attribute chaining can be also introduced. 

Each meta-process is an abstraction of a collection of transformations between UoD 
meta-data individuals. Meta-processes are characterised by their contexts, each repre

senting the structural description of the corresponding external meta-process behaviour 
in terms of its input and output meta-data components. Meta-processes are characterised 
by a set of structural properties (meta-process attributes) called channels. An &V1J.Cnp 
channel is a binary relationship between meta-process and meta-data individuals. Each 
channel, invariably belonging to one of the two input or output groupings, links the 

meta-process under definition to a meta-data concept called domain of the channel. Up
per and lower number restrictions (cardinalities) on channels can be also introduced. As 
&V1J.Cnp explicitly avoids supporting procedural details representing the how of a process 
description (i.e. the internal structure of the corresponding transformation function), a 
meta-process concept is regarded as a full black box. No information other than its input 

and output meta-data and channels is contained in a meta-process context declaration. 
Sequential chaining of two meta-processes can be declared by a flow assertion, repre
senting a conceptual description of process behaviour imposing a constraint between two 
meta-processes. 

3.1 Exploring the t:DD Cvp Syntax 

In order to depict the essential features of the &V1J.Cvp-based approach to domain knowl
edge modelling, a presentation by means of an example was adopted in this paper. The 

full syntax of the language is described in [Compatangelo and Rumolo, ]. Following this 
style of presentation, the following exemplary textual description of a system-oriented 
patient monitoring domain (PMD) will be considered for discussion. 

A set of measured raw physiological data about a patient (blood pressure, temperature, 
pulse frequency) is periodically read from different devices, formatted and successively 
registered in a chronologically ordered list. Every time a data set is read, the value of each 
element of the set is compared with a fixed range of corresponding normal physiological 
value. If at least one element is outside its normal range, an alarm condition is signalled. 
A patient monitoring report containing a chronologically ordered subset of the last N data 
taken from the previously cited list is issued whenever requested by the medical staff. 

The corresponding t:V1J.Cnp description of the patient monitoring domain is given in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3. The following syntactical conventions were adopted: terms in bold 
denote reserved words of the language (i.e. concept constructors), terms in small capital 
style with first letter in capital denote concept names (i.e. meta-data or meta-process 

names), while terms all in small capital style denote attributes. An (optional) N: M 
declaration denotes the cardinality of an attribute. Meta-data and meta-process concepts 
are respectively declared in &V1J.Cnp using the reserved words data and process for 

sake of simplicity. However, it is worth noting that the meaning of these meta-concepts 
encompasses both a more restricted data processing interpretation as well as a more 
general interpretation considering them as structural or behavioural information about 
real-world elements. This means that an t:V1J.Cnp domain description can be used at 
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data CoNTROL data FMT-BLOOD-PRES 
included in GENERIC-DATA included in 

data REPORT-REQUEST FMT-VALUE, BLOOD-PRES 

included in CONTROL data FMT-PULSE-FREQ 

data ALARM-CONDITION included in 
included in CONTROL FMT-VALUE, PULSE-FREQ 

data PHYS-VALUE data FMT-MEAN-TEMP 
included in GENERIC-DATA included in 

data BLOOD-PRES FMT-VALUE, MEAN-TEMP 

included in PHYS-VALUE data FMT-PHYS-DATA equals 

data PULSE-FREQ structure with attributes 

included in PHYS-VALUE PRES as 1: 1 

data MEAN-TEMP of type FMT-BLOOD-PRES ; 

included in PHYS-VALUE TEMP as 1:1 

data PHYS-DATA equals of type FMT-MEAN-TEMP j 

structure with attributes FREQ as 1: 1 

PRES as 1: 1 of type FMT-PULSE-FREQ ; 

of type BLOOD-PRESS j data MosT-RECENT- PHYS-DATA 

TEMPasl:1 included in FMT-PHYS-DATA 

of type MEAN-TEMP ; data CHRONO-DATA-STORE equals 

FREQasl:l structure with attributes 

of type PULSE-FREQ ; ELEMENT of type 

data RAW-VALUE FMT-PHYS-DATA j 

included in GENERIC-DATA data RECENT-PHYS-DATA 

data FMT-VALUE included in FMT-PHYS-DATA 

included in GENERIC-DATA data PATIENT-REPORT 

data RAw-BLooD-PREs included in 

included in CHRONO-DATA-STORE and 

RAw-VALUE, BLOOD-PRES structure with attributes 

data RAw-PuLsE-FREQ ELEMENT of type 

included in RECENT-PHYS-DATA j 

RAw-VALUE, PULSE-FREQ data NoRMAL-PHYS-RANGES equals 

data RAw-MEAN-TEMP structure with attributes 

included in NORMAL-BLOOD-PRES 

RAw-VALUE, MEAN-TEMP of type FMT-BLOOD-PRES; 

data RAw-PHYS-DATA equals 
NORMAL-MEAN-TEMP 

structure with attributes of type FMT-MEAN-TEMP j 

PRES as 1: 1 
NORMAL-PULSE-FREQ 

of type RAw-BLOOD-PRES ; of typeFMT-PULSE-FREQ ; 

TEMP as 1:1 disjoint 

of type RAw-MEAN-TEMP; REPORT-REQUEST, 

FREQasl:l ALARM-CONDITION 

of type RAw-PuLSE-FREQ; 

Figure 1: data descriptions in the PMD example 

different abstraction levels, i.e. an epistemological knowledge base can contain details 

about the essential information concepts which describe the world surrounding a data

processing system, it can contain information about data structures and processes or both. 
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process TRANSFORMATION 

has input 
RAW-DATA as 1 : 1 
of type RAw-PHYS-DATA ; 

has output 
FMT-DATA as 1 : 1 
of type FMT-PHYS-DATA; 

process COMPARISON 

has input 

process REPORT-GENERATION 

has input 
REQUEST as 1 : 1 
of type REPORT-REQUEST j 

REPORT-DATA as 1 : N 

of type RECENT-PHYs-DATA ; 

has output 
REPORT as 1 : 1 

CURRENT-VALUES as 1: 1 process 
of type PATIENT-REPORT j 

UPDATE 

of type FMT-PHYS-DATA ; 

REFERENCE-VALUES as 1: 1 
of type NoRMAL-PHYS-RANGES ; 

has output 
STATUS as 1 : 1 
of type ALARM-CONDITION ; 

has input 
MOST-RECENT-DATA as 1 : 1 
of type FMT-PHYS-DATA j 

has output 
UPDATED-DATA-STORE as 1 : 1 
of type CHRONO-DATA-STORE j 

Figure 2: process descriptions in the PMD example 

flow MONITORING 

from TRANSFORMATION 

using FMT-DATA 

to COMPARISON 

using CURRENT-VALUES 

flow REGISTRATION 

from TRANSFORMATION 

using FMT-DATA 

to UPDATE 

using MOST-RECENT-DATA 

Figure 3: Flow descriptions in the PMD example 

3.2 The evv LDP semantics: an outline 

&1YDCvp set-theoretic semantics is fully expressed in terms of its mapping into the under
lying terminological language TDVCvp, as described in [Compatangelo and Rumolo, ]. 
Each epistemological description is translated into a finite set of terminological expres
sions using a specifical set of rewrite rules. In this paper, the £1)1)Cvp semantics will be 
outlined by means of the above PMD example. 

For instance, let us consider the £1)1)£ DP description of PHYS-DATA shown in figure 1. 
This meta-data concept has the meaning of that set of UoD elements always having the 
attribute pressure of type BLOOD-PRES, the attribute frequency of type PULSE-FREQ 
and the attribute temperature of type MEAN-TEMP. Under an epistemological viewpoint, 
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an attribute (i.e. PRES) is a general property linking an object (i.e. PHYS-DATA) to the 
value of the corresponding attribute domain (i.e. BLOOD-PRESS). 

Following a well-known semantical distinction originally introduced in the KL-ONE 
family of concept languages [Woods and Schmolze, 1992], each new meta-data concept can 
be defined as being either exactly corresponding to or included within its description 
structure composed of already-existing meta-data concepts. Meta-data concepts of the 
first kind are declared using the equals clause, while meta-data concepts of the second 
kind are declared using the included in clause and may belong to an IS-A generalisation. 
In order to specify that the meta-data PATIENT-REPORT is a subset of CHRONO-DATA
STORE, it is sufficient to declare 

data PATIENT-REPORT included in CHRONO-DATA-STORE 

In this way, the structure of the latter meta-data is automatically inherited by the former 
one. The IS-A relationship has the meaning of set containment: by means of inheri
tance, the PATIENT-REPORT meta-data type has the same attributes as the CHRONO
DATA-STORE meta-data type. Moreover, for each meta-data definition, the most specific 
meta-data concept (i.e. the data concept immediately above the given one in the IS-A hier
archy) can be deduced by a classification algorithm [Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994]. 
Each meta-data is defined using a meta-data expression. t:VDCnp has a suitable set 
of meta-data constructors, including multiple inheritance, attribute number restrictions 
and attribute inheritance. Each one contributes to the definition of intensional knowledge 
assertions about meta-data concepts belonging to the considered UoD. 

A meta-process is considered as a transformation from some set of input meta-data 
to some other set of output meta-data. Every input/output meta-data inflows/outflows 
the meta-process through a specific role named channel. The context of a meta-process 
represents the captured structural description of process behaviour. A context is defined 
through the description of all of its channels and meta-data partitioned into the two 
input and output groupings. Each meta-process is an individual concept interpreted as 
a singleton set differing from a meta-data class. Under an epistemological viewpoint, a 
meta-process is a single transformation between input and output meta-data sets, while 
its context is the collection of all transformations between the same meta-data sets. Each 
channel represents a link between the meta-process and a meta-data concept. Channels 
are suitable abstractions for a uniform description of control data, input/output procedure 
parameters and object methods. 

While each single meta-process concept is declared by means of its context, sequen
tial chaining of two meta-processes can be declared by a flow assertion. The latter is a 
conceptual description of process behaviour representing two constraints between meta
processes. First, all data linked to the first meta-process by means of its output channel 
flow into the second meta-process by means of its corresponding input channel. Second, 
the specific meta-data linked to the first meta-process by means of its output channel 
must belong to the same type as the specific meta-data linked to the second meta-process 
by means of its corresponding input channel. For instance, the MONITORING flow dec
laration shown in figure 3has the following interpretation. All meta-data linked to the 
TRANSFORMATION meta-process by means of the FMT-DATA channel flow into the COM
PARISON meta-process by means of the CURRENT-VALUES channel. The domain of the 
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linked meta-data concept must he of the same type as the one of CURRENT-VALUES, while 
the second constraint is enforced by using the same FMT-PHYS-DATA name. 

It is worth noting that two potentially distinct classifications for meta-process and 
meta-process contexts, differing because of the distinct classification rules of meta-processes 
with respect to their corresponding contexts, may coexist [Compatangelo and Rumolo, ]. 
For instance, let us consider the meta-concept descriptions shown in Figure 4. Following 

process DIY 

has input 
DIVIDEND as 1 : 1 
of type INTEGER; 

DIVISOR as 1 : 1 
of type INTEGER; 

has output 
RESULT as 1 : 1 
of type INTEGER; 

data REAL 

included in GENERIC-DATA 

process INTEGER-PART-OF-DIVISION 

has input 
DIVIDEND as 1 : 1 
of type REAL; 

DIVISOR as 1 : 1 
of type REAL; 

has output 
RESULT as 1 : 1 
of type INTEGER; 

data INTEGER 

included in REAL 

Figure 4: A fragment of a mathematical domain 

the terminological rule of concept subsumption[Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994], the 
context of the DIY meta-process will be classifl.ed under the context of the INTEGER
PART-OF-DIVISION meta-process. Conversely, following the general rule of function sub
typing [Cardelli, 1984], separately applied to both input and output context components, 
the INTEGER-PART-GF-DIVISION meta-process will be classified under the DIY meta
process. Analysts can use a process typing hierarchy in order to define a new process 
from an existing one. In fact, e1YDCvp has a shares context with clause allowing 
the declaration of a new meta-process by reusing the context of a previously defined 
meta-process. In the general case, a new meta-process concept will be classified with 
respect to the conjunction of its shared context with new additional assertions extending 
or modifying it. For instance, a meta-process declared as 

process NATURAL-DIY shares context with DIY and 
has output NATURAL-RESULT as 1 : 1 of type NATURAL redefines RESULTj 

will not be classified under DIY (according to the previously cited rule of function sub
typing) until when the following meta-data concept description is added: 

data NATURAL included in INTEGER 

This way of dealing with inheritance allows analysts to focus on the modelling activity 
only, leaving scheme checking to computers. 

4 &VV CDP VERSUS OTHER MODELLING APPROACHES 

The entity-relationship model [Chen, 1976] is a good starting point in representing real
world application domains, although structural concepts only can be explicitly considered 
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Figure 5: An E-R diagram detailing the structural part of the PMD example 

and modeled. An entity represents a set of homogeneous individuals, while a relationship 
represents a relation (at least a binary one) between entities. Figure 5 shows a complete 
description of the structural part of the PMS domain captured by the E-R approach. 
Structured data flow modelling [Yourdon, 1989] is regarded as a conceptual tool even 
at the problem-oriented abstraction level. The patient monitoring domain according to 
the SDF modelling approach is shown in Figure 6. It is worth noting that although 
SDF modelling was born as a functional approach to software design, nevertheless it can 
be used at the domain level too. However, a SDF domain model may retain a certain 
system-oriented flavour. 

We claim that eTYD.CDP subsumes most modelling concepts proposed in semiformal 
schemes. The main correspondences between e1YD.CDP, E-R and SDF are briefly re
ported in order to show how e1YD.CDP can express and model most concepts originally 
introduced in semiformal approaches. A formal analysis of eTYD.CDP versus the latter two 
approaches shows that both E-R and SDF do not even consider some fundamental de
scription language properties such as soundness or completeness. Therefore, the following 
comparison will be limited to their apparent expressive power. 
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Normlll Phyllological Rangeo 

Raw 
Physk>loglcl!l 

Data 

Figure 6: The SDF diagram for the PMD example 

The E-R model has the following classes of descriptive concepts: (i) entities, corre
sponding to &TYD.Cvp meta-data concepts; (ii) attributes, which are close to &TYD.Cvp 
attributes and (iii) relationships, which can be expressed in &TYD.Cvp by either attributes 
or meta-data depending on the particular E-R interpretation of the relationship itself. 
Moreover, the &TYD.Cvp model has multiple IS-A hierarchies and numerical restrictions. 
The SDF model has the following classes of concepts: (i) terminators, which can be 
skipped from the &TYD.Cvp scheme as useless, being already integrated in the process 
concept definition; (ii) data stores, which can be easily defined as &TYD.Cvp meta-data 
concepts; (iii) processes, which are close (but not equal to) &TYD.Cvp meta-processes and 
(iv) flows, represented in &TYD.Cvp by flow declarations. 

An &TYD.Cvp description is more expressive than the corresponding E-R one, because 
of explicit treatment of processes. At the same time, it overcomes several limitations of a 
SDF description, such as semantical ambiguity, lack of cardinality of data flows, incom
plete definition of processes. Moreover, a &TYD.Cvp description is much shorter and more 
compact than the corresponding SDF one. &TYD.Cvp explicitly distinguishes between 
data (existing on their own) and input/output channels connecting them to processes. In 
&TYD.Cvp, meta-processes cannot be described without reference to (at least one) input 
and one output meta-data concept. Therefore, data stores as considered in SDF (i.e. 
Chronological Data Store, Normal Physiological Ranges) are no more needed as special 
entities distinguished from other data concepts bound to process descriptions. The uni
form meta-data description in &VV.Cvp disambiguates the role of data contained in SDF 
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stores with respect to those contained in SDF flows. Moreover, eliminating terminators 
and considering no more data stores as special entities makes the context diagram in a 
SDF model quite useless, thus lowering the number of refinement levels. 

Hierarchical subsumption relationships among data are ambiguously treated in the 
SDF modelling approach. Particularly, the data dictionary section is intrinsically unable 
to show existing structural subsumption relations between data (i.e. Recent Physiological 
Data as well as Most Recent Physiological Data, Chronological Data Store and Patient 
Monitoring Report in the PMD example, see Figure 6). Moreover, the case of data 
stores connected to flows carrying the same data class with different input and output 
names (i.e. Most Recent Physiological Data and Recent Physiological Data with respect 
to Chronological Data Store) is rather ambiguous. These shortcomings are not present 
in the corresponding [1YD£vp meta-data descriptions, where Most Recent Physiological 
Data is no more needed. e1YDCvp allows automated inference of structural hierarchies. 
For example, the IS-A relationship linking both Physiological Data and Raw Physiological 
Data to Physiological Data is inferred by a subsumption algorithm. Therefore, explicit 
IS-A assertions among meta-data concepts are used by analysts as domain constraints 
whose verification is left to the automatic reasoning system. In fact, the subsumption 
relationship linking both Formatted Physiological Data and Raw Physiological Data to 
Physiological Data is derived from the semantics of the concept defining Physiological 
Data instead of being an arbitrary assertion about concepts. 

The flow concept in [1YD£vp is quite different from the corresponding (overloaded) 
one in SDF. In fact, a SDF flow declaration represents both the data flowing in it (an 
entity) and the name of the link connecting two entities (a relationship). In this way, 
a fundamental ambiguity is introduced by mixing objects corresponding to a one-place 
logical predicate (entities) with objects correspondig to a two-places predicate (flows). 
Moreover, two flows with the same name (thus containing the same data, i.e. Formatted 
Physiological Data) can link different couples of processes (Transformation - Comparison, 
Transformation - Update) introducing another source of ambiguity in reasoning. No 
default link between meta-processes is implicit in [1YD£vp; links are explicitly declared 
through flow declarations whenever needed. Conversely, each meta-process in e1YDCvp 
is linked (by channels) to its input and output meta-data respectively. In this way, 
the SDF data store concept becomes redundant, and the flow concept becomes just a 
link chaining the output channel of the first meta-process to the input channel of the 
second one. This excludes any source of ambiguity between flows directly connecting 
two meta-processes and meta-data flowing into them. Moreover, while SDF modelling 
explicitly distinguishes control from data by introducing two different kinds of processes 
and flows (Yourdon, 1989], eVVCvp modelling considers controls as meta-data with a 
particular (different and somehow elementary) information content, thus allowing meta
data to play a control role if needed. 

It is worth noting that [1YD£vp is not just the merged version of theE-Rand SDF 
approaches for several fundamental reasons. First, SDF is not semantically defined at all 
(i.e. it has no unambiguous interpretation, as shown above), so a hypothetical merged 
language would neither be endowed with an unambiguous semantics not it could be sup
ported by any existing computer-based knowledge Representation & management system. 
Second, £1YDCvp meta-processes and flow links, although similar, are not SDF processes 
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and flows, as shown above. Third, £1YD£vp is a real multiparadigm language in the 
sense that it supports an integrated description of both structural and behavioural con
cepts using a uniform, simple language instead of a set of different, specialised languages 
modelling only a single aspect of domain knowledge. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

£1YD£vp is based on a formal scheme allowing an integrated description of both struc
tural and behavioural domain concepts. It provides the epistemological, analyst-oriented, 
external description level of an overall framework accommodating domain knowledge at 
different abstraction levels. Such a framework includes an underlying terminological, 
reasoning-oriented internal description level centred around a formal logic language. The 
introduction of the two intertwined description and abstraction levels, as well as the ex
plicit differentiation between ontological, methodological and operational issues through
out the framework are among the novel features of the proposed approach. 

£1YD£vp offers a rich set of meta-data and meta-process description operators for 
the development of the essential domain model of an information system environment. 
At first sight, modelling concepts explicitly offered by £1YD£vp might seem very lim
ited (and limiting) if compared with other modelling approaches as well as with recent 
research issues in related areas (Grosz, 1992, Maiden and Tyndale, 1994]. However, two 
major points must be remarked. First, an approach in the KL-ONE style is explicitly 
intended to support automatic reasoning over domain schemes, emphasising at the same 
time the role of deductive services offered by terminological knowledge representation 
systems. This choice implies the existence of a well-defined semantics for £1YD£vp, au
tomatically limiting the number of possible domain concepts as well as their expressive 
power. This limitation is necessary in order to keep the language meaningful, decidable 
and computationally tractable with respect to a complete freedom of choice. In fact, no 
kind of automatic reasoning other than syntactical correctness checking is possible about 
a domain model based on either an ill-defined semantics or no formal semantics at all. 
Second, £1YD£vp was developed in a bottom-up way, starting with meta-data and meta
processes as fundamental domain modelling concepts common to the whole information 
systems area. These concepts are considered by the authors as the core of any real-world 
domain model. However, additional concepts other than meta-data and meta-process 
ones will be uniformly introduced in future, extended £1YD£vp versions if needed. Each 
new candidate concept will be endowed with a particular set-theoretic semantics explicitly 
depending on its specific role at the epistemological level. 

The ultimate goal of the £7YD£vp-centered approach is the development of a new 
generation of computer-based analysis support tools endowed with automatic reasoning 
capabilities. This approach regards such a tool as a powerful assistant in domain knowl
edge modelling, with the role of helping the analyst during the continuous revision process 
ending with the completion of the domain specification. Under this viewpoint, £1YD£vp 
represents a basic language with enough expressive power, but without loss of decidability 
and completeness. Future work will have to deal with the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach in dealing with real-world domains of very large dimensions. 
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